Storm clouds slowly disperse and depart;
   Solar pillars connect heavens to earth;
Splendored beacons sing of healing hope;
   Soothing the spirit with a vision of calm.

Seeking to soar beyond the present;
   With focused energy on the task at hand;
Leaving the secure harbor that grounds;
   By applying the effort to face the challenges;
Strive to ascend to new heights yet to be.

Awakening to renewed life and splendor;
   A vernal celebration of rejuvenated spirit;
Vibrant brilliance revitalizes the landscape;
   Sharing a soundless song of joyous beauty.

Standing firm for mere moments in the sun;
   Displaying beauty edged with wispy charm;
   ‘Midst the verdant communal fronds;
       A transient vision of elegance;
   Gracefully enriches the world around.